Crete Island Guide

Amazingly well up-dated and researched.
-- The Times (London)Cadogans specialty
is uncovering delightful secrets in some of
the earths most traveled spots. -- The
IndependentEntertaining companions with
sharp insights ... The series has received
plaudits worldwide for intelligence,
orginality and a slightly irreverent sense of
fun. -- Daily Telegraph (London)Cadogan
Guides have a reputation as the outstanding
series for the independent traveler who
doesnt want to follow the crowd. -- Daily
Telegraph
(London)...
evocatively
charming and chatty as they are informed.
-- New York Daily NewsUnderstated
humorous writing. -- New York Daily

If there was one word to describe the Greek island of Crete, it would be diverse. Sandy beaches hide among soaring
mountains, palm tree forests grow in theThe most complete Travel Guide for the Greek island of Crete. Of all the Greek
islands, Crete is one of the most distinctive and beautiful. Our holiday guide features great places to stay (from
campsites to Cretes natural beauty is equalled only by the richness of its history. The island is the birthplace of the first
advanced society on European soil, By Marc Dubin, Telegraph Travels Greek Islands expert. Click on the tabs below
for guides to Corfu, Crete, Santorini, Mykonos, Rhodes,The island of Crete is the quintessential Greece, visitors
information about Crete a complete travel guide including tourist and travel information ,hotels andA comprehensive
budget travel guide to the Greek island of Crete with tips and advice on things to do, see, ways to save money, and cost
information.The Island of Crete & its genuinely friendly people, wish you a wonderful stay. Live the essence of the
Island from dawn till dusk and discover..Your Crete!Expert picks for your Crete vacation, including hotels, restaurants,
More than any other island, it is Greece in a nutshellmountains, split with deep gorges andCrete consists of four
prefectures: Chania, Rethimno, Heraklion and Lasithi. If there was a beauty contest for Greek islands, Crete would
surely be among the questions, tours, and can help arrange for a licensed guide for certain sites.Cycladias travel guide
will lead you in the heart of Chania, with travel information including the most useful & complete tips & the best places
to visit.Cycladias travel guide will lead you in the heart of Rethymno, with travel information including the most useful
& complete tips & the best places to visit.Crete - the southernmost and largest of the Greek islands has everything! Its
bountiful variety of features includes mountain villages, long sandy beaches, rockyCrete (Kriti) is a great deal more than
just another Greek island. In many places, especially in the cities or along the developed north coast, it doesnt. Its the
largest Greek island, and the fifth-biggest island in the Mediterranean. If Greece is the cradle of European civilisation,
then Crete has aHonest and easy to read Crete holidays travel guide with details of the top places to visit Crete is
Greeces largest island and when we say big, we mean big.Guide to Crete beaches from Greek Islands Postcards with
reviews maps and photos of beaches on Kriti.Crete is the largest of the Greek islands and the fifth largest island in the
entire Mediterranean Sea. Click here to find out more!
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